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Prospectus 

Title   Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist 

Certification;  Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist, CHt 

Certifying Body; Past Life Awakening Institute 

Trainer & Coach: Mark Beale, CHt, PLRT, SRT, LBLT 

Accreditation;  International Practitioners of Holistic Medicine, IPHM. 

Eligible For;  a) Practitioner Insurance   @$50 
    b) Certified Holistic Therapist, IPMH  @$62 

Timeframe;  The course could be completed from one week to a year. 

Duration;  7 hours of video. 
    Assignments requiring 9 hours input. Total; 16 hours. 

Support;   4 video-calls of 1 hour each. 

Requirements; Complete 3 case study assignments from your clients. 

Prerequisites;  Certified Clinical Hypnotist. 
    Certification requires submission of client case studies. 
    Most students are healers in a modality, with clients. 
    Students with certification and experience are accepted. 
    Prospective healers with willing subjects. 

Objective; Learn to conduct a program of hypnotherapy sessions based around 
Age Regression. 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IPHM Accreditation & Membership 
The Past Life Awakening Institute is accredited as a training provider by the 
International Practitioners of Holistic Medicine (IPHM) to certify students as a 
Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist, CHt.  

Already included in the course are these benefits; 

a) it shows we as a training provider we meet the requirements and regulations 
of an independent, worldwide association of healthcare professionals. 

b) your certificate includes the logo of the Past Life Awakening Institute (PLAI), 
and the International Practitioners of Holistic Medicine (IPHM). 

c) insurance companies recognised your qualification from this course. You can 
apply for Professional Insurance. 

You have the additional option to; 

1) Buy Professional Insurance. You can apply to many insurance providers 
yourself with this certificate. The rate you pay is determined by your personal 
details and the level of cover you choose. 

2) Join the International Practitioners of Holistic Medicine (IPHM) as a therapist. 
This has a number of benefits; 

a) You can receive a discounted rate on professional insurance through a series 
of insurance companies that have a special relationship with the IPHM, 
including companies in the UK, US, Ireland, Canada, Australia and New 
Zealand, India, the EU and most countries worldwide. You don’t have to get 
insurance to be a member of the IPHM. 

b) You become a “Holistic Therapist, IPHM Approved”. You use the logo on your 
website, and the letters IPHM after your name. 

c) You get an IPHM certificate of membership a Members Therapy badge. 

d) Standard membership is £49 / $60 per year., with web & social media links.  
    Executive membership £99 or about $120, with a full directory listing. 

e) You can specify a total of six therapies and treatments on your IPHM 
membership. This course will make you Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist, which 
is specified as a modality by insurance providers.  

You could add four other modalities. So if you are a healer giving sessions in 
any other modality, you could add those to your Holistic Therapist membership, 
and Insurance details. If your not insured or register as a Holistic Therapist in 
these areas, now you can be. 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Certification Training 
This course teaches how to give a three session program of hypnotherapy 
based around age regression. Upon completion, you will be a Certified Clinical 
Hypnotherapist, CHt. You can then eligible to apply for practitioner insurance, 
and eligible to join the IPHM as a certified Holistic Therapist. 

Assessment is based around case studies. The course includes four 30 minute 
coaching and mentoring online video calls. That’s two hours of focused support 
to cover the curriculum, and to support you as you put it into practice with 
clients, as you work through the case studies assignments. 

I teach a separate certification course on Hypnosis, to become a Certified 
Clinical Hypnotist, CH. This course takes the next step to hypnotherapy, with 
Age Regression. After this course, a next step can be Past Life Regression.  

Age regression can be used with childhood trauma and emotional release - and 
with most other issues by gaining insights and overcoming limiting beliefs. Age 
regression uses the unique abilities of hypnosis to access long term memories 
and inner wisdom of the subconscious mind to help heal with teaching stories 
from the client's own personal history. 

The program structure covers; 

Client Interview; a foundation for the entire three sessions process. 

Hypnosis; Covered in the course “Certified Clinical Hypnotist”. 

First Session; Regression to positive resources. Managing any abreactions. 

Second Session; Regression to causative emotions and events. Help the inner 
child with the wise adult. Apply initial fixes including reviewing, reframing and 
rewriting past events. 

Third Session; Regression to key people. Therapeutic resolutions including 
forgiveness, cord cutting, parts therapy and future progression. 

Applications; case studies examples of how to apply the full three session 
structure based around age regression to most of the key issues of 
hypnotherapy. Guidelines on how to apply age regression to client issues of; 
Smoking, Weight Loss, Confidence including Public Speaking, Romantic 
Relationships, Family and Friend Relationships. 

This course can really be a magical transformational experience in itself. The 
ultimate outcome is to awaken you to new level of sessions you can offer, and a 
new level of breakthroughs your clients can achieve. 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Who Is This Course For? 
This course is for three main types of healers; 

1) Hypnotists and Hypnotherapists; a) Who are recently certified and want 
additional training, and mentoring to help their first clients. b) Are experienced 
with hypnosis and hypnotherapy, and now want to learn a program focused on 
age regression. 

2) Spiritual Healers like Reiki Masters, Psychics, Energy or Angelic Healers and 
Psychics; who deal with their clients spiritual issues, and want to learn a 
therapeutic method that can also apply to their clients mental and emotional 
issues, especially at a subconscious level, or with causes in the past. 

Some spiritual healers may practice past life regression, but focus on ‘past 
lives’ and want to deepen their skills in ‘regression’ by learning how to apply 
age regression to this life, and many different types of issues that your clients 
want to do with an able therapist. 

3) Conventional Healers like Psychologists or counsellors, who recognise how 
hypnotherapy with age regression is closely related to what they do already, so 
are interested to extend their skills into this area. 

Do some of your clients have; 

a) Causative events in their past that are creating subconscious blocks, or large 
residual effects? 

b) Spontaneous recall of past events that also triggers strong emotions, and 
fuels limiting beliefs? 
  
c) An interest in the subconscious mind, and want to do a series of healing 
session using hypnotherapy, if you could offer it to them? 

If so, these types clients can benefit from an additional program of three to five 
hypnotherapy sessions based on age regression. 

This course is also for you if you or your clients are interested in accessing 
subconscious wisdom, with a precise therapeutic structure. This course gives 
you a series of practical tools that can benefit your clients, and your healing 
practice. 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Case Studies and Exams 
The case studies are the exams. 

This is a practical course for practitioners. Theory, and even conventional 
reality, do not apply. Just do the sessions with the clients, and the assignments 
that convey you are doing it. This is the best way to convey you have 
understood, and used, the video material in the course. 

The video calls are oral exams. 

During our coaching we will review the curriculum. I’ll test your understanding, 
to find out what we can go deeper into. You’ll be prompted to ask questions and 
give answers. If I find areas you need to study, I’ll assign you to review parts of 
the course. 

There is not a specific exam with a required pass rate. The key passing and 
becoming certified is to complete the case study based assignments, by putting 
in a reasonable effort, and interacting on the mentoring video calls.  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Course Resources 
The course comes with resources. 

1) Manual; covers the video lectures, with explanations and commentary. 

2) Script Book; is a printable resource to take into the session. It contains 
content from the manual, but is cleaned of explanations and commentary. All 
that remains is what you can say in session word for word. 

3) Assignments; will be explained in their lectures. They are case studies that 
practically implement the Manual and Script Book.
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